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39207 081 290
Stitch holder - knitter's kit for securing stitches, made of flexible spring steel,
includes rounded tip that's easy on the wool. 2 units, 135 mm each.

39221 191 101
Cable-stitch needles - 2.50 + 4.00 mm - perfectly-suite for knitting cable 
stitches, length 12 cm.

39222 191 102

39223 225 125
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Knitting hook - an ideal supplement to knitting dolls, ring set, flower looms, 
knitting looms and mills. For lifting and picking up threads. Length 13 cm.

39208 624 144

39209 624 147
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Knitting thimble with 2 yarn guides - thread guidance when knitting with two 
colours, for Norwegian and other two-coloured patterns. Burr-free spring steel.
Knitting thimble with 4 yarn guides - thread guidance when knitting with four 
colours, for Norwegian and other two-coloured patterns. Burr-free spring steel.

Cable-stitch needles - 6.00 + 8.00 mm - perfectly-suite for knitting cable 
stitches, length 12 cm.
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39211 611 874 G
Universal row counter - rotally with 10 mm eyelet for mounting on the knitting 
pin, double-digit display for counting the knitted rows.

39212 611 869

39202 610 190
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Row counter - rotally for placement on knitting pins - S (for gauges 2.5 to 
4.0 mm) and L (for gauges 4.5 to 7.0 mm) in one pack. Double-digit display. 

Turning set -  for easy turning of self made 
fabric tubes, 3 sizes: S for 9.5-16 mm, M for 19-25 mm, L for 25 mm and more.

plastic tube with wood and metal rod

39224 611 346 J
Loop turner - 24 cm long steel needle with finger loop and fastener hook for
easy turning of self made fabric tubes.

39210 431 790 K
A himble - adjustable in size with boiling water, high wearing 
comfort when sewing with long fingernails.
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39084 611 868 L
Stitch marker - clips for marking stitches, suitable for knitting and crocheting,
21 units, sorted in three colours and 2 sizes.
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39219 191 105 M
Stitch holders - robust aluminium knitting aid for holding together stitches,
2 units, gauges 2.5 mm and 4 mm, length 12 cm.

39228 431 14x N
SOFT COMFORT thimble - ergonomic thimble with high wearing comfort, 
shaft made of soft plastic and dome made of hard plastic. In sizes S, M and L.
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KNITTING ACCESSORIES
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